
ATOMICS ARE FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

There are a limited number of boxes and each box when purchased through the Casper vendor for L$0 
comes with a L$100 gift certificate for the shops, gallery and other locations.  I’m doing the first two-
year shuffle of things in batches.  The cert has no expiration date, so join the group and watch for 
catalog and product notices. It’s mostly a quite spot.  

 

The table crate has a limited number of gift boxes with no certificate and complete anonymity at the 
same price, L$0.  

 

First, the innocent crate. Touch the crate label for the label menu, TCGWS, blank, and Label.  Touch the 
crate elsewhere to transfer goods to your inventory.  Transfer only items mover and copy-able items 
copy.   

 

The framed posters are nostalgic if not ionic, plus one digital artwork from me. Personally, I would have 
loved to have seen a nuclear test. From a good safe distance. ����  The frames have textures and resize 
menus. The resize script can be deleted by its menu. The canvas has the four poster images. Touch the 
canvas for its menu.   

 

In SL, everyone can have a bomb and still have more fingers than a careless kid with a box of Black Cat 
M-80 Fireworks. I’ll be tossing a few Physical bombs in on the 20th, just so you can push it off.  Rez bomb 
then touch for detonation.  You can wear or add it to yourself if you need to explode. They are 
transferrable.  

 

There are two coffee mugs, one lilted for wear and one for show or give away.  You can wear either one, 
you’ll just need to adjust it for yourself. Touch the mug to change the texture.  

 

Feel free to swing by and check things out. The SL site is much nicer than the RL space from which it 
comes. 


